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T-shi- rts

Gym shorts
Jerseys
Sweatshirts
Polo shirts
Sweaters

Carolina jackets
Caps
Toboggans
Hood and Zip hoods
Rugby shirts
Jogging suits
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Ask about our special low prices
for imprinted and sewn shirts for
teams, dorms and Greeks.
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oils
acrylics

watercolors
gesso

mediums
varnishes

brushes
canvas

charcoal
pens

pencils
tapes

screens
letters

stencils
cutters
paper

hammers
chisels
knives

and
more
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more

and
more!
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Lumaglo
adds a bright spot to
your home
You'll enjoy the vibrant colors. This
all purpose lamp creates a mood all

its own. The translucent shade
casts a warm glow of Indirect light
that adds to any environment. The
startlingly smart colors contribute
to all settings.

It's spring balanced and enables
exact positioning of direct light.

Fits anywhere -- clamps to tables,
desks, shelves or mounts to walls
or other vertical surfaces.
Modern, smart and it blends with

any decor.
Available in translucent white,

yellow, orange and red - also
brown and black.

UL listed and fully warranted.

a Crownlite
the lamp that has it all
The crisp, clean design will fit
in any decor. You can use it
everywhere. It will clamp or
permanently mount to tables,
desks, headboards, shelves or it
can travel throughout the home to
accomplish many jobs. The
abundant color line will blend
with any decorating scheme.

Durable construction for

rugged use.
Baked enamel finish.

bracket for multiple
mounting options.
Available in white, yellow orange,
red, blue, brown, gray and black.
UL listed and fully warranted.

$18.95$18.95

Hours:

Monday - Friday 7:45 - 9 p.m

Saturday 10 a.m. - 5 p.m.
'ON CAMPUS
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